We determine the asymptotic behavior of the expected numbers of points visited exactly j times and at least j times in the first n steps of a transient random walk on a discrete Abelian group. We prove that the strong law of large numbers holds for these multiple point ranges.
Let Xx, X2, • • • be a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables (taking values in an arbitrary countable Abelian group), and let SX=XX, S2=XX+X2, S3=Xx+X2+X3-\-be the sequence of partial sums of {Xn}. The range Rn of the random walk associated with Xx, X2, • • • is the number of distinct values assumed by the finite sequence of partial sums Sx, S2, ■ ■ ■ , Sn. Dvoretsky and Erdös [1] (and by different means Spitzer, Kesten and Whitman [3, pp. 38-40] ) have shown that for any random walk lim,,.^ F(/?"/«) = l-F, where F is the probability that 3« 3 Sn=0, and, in fact, the strong law of large numbers applies to the range in the sense that lim,,^«, RJn=l-F a.s. (The latter result is of interest principally when the walk is transient, i.e. Fj£\; Dvoretsky and Erdös obtain the stronger lim,,..^ RjEiRn)=l a.s. for simple random walk in the plane.)
We obtain analogous results concerning the number of distinct values assumed exactly/' times and at least/times by the sequence Sx, S2, ■ ■ • , Sn.
We introduce the notation : Note.
(1) For recurrent walks this result is a direct consequence of the result for/= 1, and of no interest.
(2) The corresponding result for simple walk on Z", n_l, is stated by Erdös and Taylor [2] . Their method is entirely different and applies only to walks on Z".
Proof.
The proof is inductive. The result is already known for R\; so all we need do is establish the induction step: /?3"/n->-(l -F)F'~1 a.s. implies R^ln^il-F2)^-1 a.s. and Ri+1/n-^il-F)F~1 a.s. We assume then that R'njn->i\ -F^F'-1 a.s. and turn to the first order of business, the determination of the behavior of F(/?^3))/« and EiR!n+1)jn as n->oo. To this end we write: where Emn = the number of distinct sums which occur in at least two different blocks
We prove below that Clearly 0=Fm,n = 2r=i f? (in fact, Em,n^J,^x1,n £). We now choose an n corresponding to n so that n'->co as n-*-co and n'/n-*0. We let 
